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GlassRatner Healthcare Leaders:
Forensic Accounting & Litigation Support

GlassRatner is one of the country’s leading financial advisory firms.  
Our strength is in the team of professionals we have around the 
country.  This material highlights the depth of our relevant 
Healthcare Forensic Accounting & Litigation Support experience and 
introduces you to some of our leadership team.  We have decades of 
experience that we want to put to use on your behalf.

Bankruptcy & Restructuring

Corporate Finance & Valuation

Forensic Accounting & Litigation Support

Real Estate Services

GlassRatner operates under four core service lines:

n

n

n

http://www.begbies-traynorgroup.com/global-network/


GlassRatner Advisory & Capital Group is a national specialty financial advisory services firm providing 
solutions to complex business problems and Board level agenda items. The firm applies a unique mix of skill 
sets and experience to address matters of the utmost importance to an enterprise such as managing through 
a business crisis or bankruptcy, pursuing a fraud investigation or corporate litigation, planning & executing a major 
acquisition or divestiture, unraveling a challenging real estate issue and other top level non-typical 
business challenges. GlassRatner can also offer clients end-to-end services at any stage during the business 
life cycle through its affiliation with B. Riley Financial. The combination of proven operating and financial 
expertise, cross-platform resources, a hands on approach and an absolute focus on assignment execution makes 
GlassRatner a unique and valuable ally for its clients and partners. 

GlassRatner has acted in numerous roles within the healthcare sector. Our clients include the following in the 
healthcare field: 

Bankruptcy & Restructuring
n Financial Advisor to Creditor Committees

n Pre & Post Filing Debtor Representation

n Financial Restructuring

n Liquidating Agent/CRO/Fiduciary Services

n Turnaround & Interim Management

n Bankruptcy & Preference Litigation

n Solvency Analysis & Opinions

Real Estate Services
n Borrower & Lender Advisory

n Principal Investments & Financings

n Strategic Workout & Restructuring

n Liquidations & Loan Sales

n Capital Markets

n Property Management, Brokerage, Receiverships

n Construction Advisory & Dispute Resolution

n Real Estate Appraisals

Forensic Accounting & Litigation Support
n Economic Damages

n Fraud/Internal Investigations

n Fraud Detection & Prevention

n Anti-Fraud & Anti-Corruption Compliance Training

n Valuation Disputes

n Construction Litigation

n Intellectual Property Litigation 

n Regulatory Consulting & Valuation

n Anti-Trust Litigation

Corporate Finance & Valuation
n Mergers & Acquisitions

n Financings

n Valuation Reports & Opinions

n Due Diligence Services

GlassRatner has extensive healthcare-related experience in each of our core areas:

    Acute Care Facilities
    Ambulatory Surgery Centers
    Billing & Collections Companies
    Continuing Care Retirement Communities
    Critical-Access Hospitals
    Dental Practices
    Diagnostic Imaging Centers

    Hospitals
    HMOs
    Medical Practices
    Nursing Homes
    Skilled Nursing Facilities
    Urgent Care
    Pharmaceuticals
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Summary of Services:
HEALTHCARE

http://www.glassratner.com/services/bankruptcy-a-restructuring-services
http://www.glassratner.com/services/specialty-real-estate-services/borrower-a-lender-side-advisory
http://www.glassratner.com/services/forensic-a-litigation-consulting
http://glassratner.com/services/corporate-finance-valuation#mergers-acquisitions
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William Buckley, wbuckley@glassratner.com

William Buckley, MBA, is a Senior Managing Director of GlassRatner with 35-years 
experience in sophisticated forensic and financial analysis providing solutions for company 
performance, business valuation, cost control, fraud/funds-tracing, discovery issues, complex 
damages calculations, data-base design and model-building.  He is a working practitioner 
with consulting, academic and C-level operating company experience.  He was Director of 
Financial Planning and Analysis for Pointsource Technologies (a life sciences firm) and 
provided extensive litigation support in matters involving; B. Braun Medical, Sandel 
Medical (Devon), Healthwest Partners, Pediatrix, STAAR Surgical, 21st Century Oncology 
and Wyatt Technology among others Mr. Buckley has been designated in proceedings for 
state and federal court in Arizona, California, Florida, Georgia, Nevada and Ohio.

Closer Look at William's Healthcare Experience:

n  Expert Testifier in Pediatrix v. Tri-City Healthcare District – William Buckley was the designated  expert in  
     financial analysis and computation of damages for Pediatrix, an operating subsidiary of MEDNAX, Inc., and 
     is the national leader in providing neonatal, maternal-fetal and pediatric medical and surgical subspecialty 
      services. The parent company MEDNAX (MD) is a NYSE traded entity with revenues of approximately $3.7B. 
       William provided detailed revenue and cost models entailing the analysis and forecasting of multi-year 
     operating scenarios. He attended all sessions and testified for multiple days in a two-month arbitration.

n  Expert Testifier in Vijay Kini, M.D., Inc. v. 21st Century Oncology - William Buckley was the designated 
     expert providing detailed analysis of billing, realization and revenue splits pertaining to performance under 
      a Management Service Agreement within 21st Century Oncology. 21st Century Oncology is the premier 
     provider of cancer care services across multiple modalities, the largest radiation oncology provider and 
     one of the largest groups of urologists in the U.S. The performance metrics spanned approximately 10-years 
     with millions of data records analyzed. He attended and testified in a multi-week arbitration.

n   Expert Testifier in Healthcare Partners, Inc. v. University Medical Center Corp. - William Buckley provided 
       financial analysis of Healthcare Partners for litigation and valuation purposes. HealthWest Partners develops 
     and operates both freestanding and affiliated Imaging Centers that offer PET/CT, MRI, CT and Ultrasound 
     services across the U.S. Health West enables the “spins off” of new centers to either physician ownership or 
     as a business extension of an affiliated medical group. William provided detailed financial modeling and 
     support for owner group in assessing and ultimately litigating various breach claims. 

Representative Experience: 

HEALTHCARE LEADERS
Forensic Accounting & Litigation Support
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Paul Dopp, pdopp@glassratner.com

Paul Dopp CPA, CFF, ABV is a forensic accountant with 35 years’ experience in forensic 
accounting and litigation support including fraud investigations, damage calculations, 
business valuations, and due diligence services.  While Paul’s practice is diverse, he has 
significant engagement experience in the health care industry.  His healthcare engagement 
experience includes calculation of damages in shareholder disputes in medical practices, 
disputes between management companies and physician practice groups, and internal 
investigations for hospitals to assess compliance with policies and Stark II provisions.  Mr. 
Dopp has testified as an expert witness on dozens of occasions in state and federal court 
matters including testifying as an expert on damages and valuation issues arising in 
disputes among healthcare providers.

Closer Look at Paul's Healthcare Experience:

n  Internal Investigation of Skilled Nursing Facility - Paul Dopp performed an internal investigation on behalf 
      of the Board of Directors of a publicly-traded Skilled Nursing Facility into questioned accounting adjustments 
     and transactions booked in Q4 that affected year-end revenues and profits.

n   Allegations of Kickbacks by Drug Company to Physicians - Paul Dopp was retained by the Department of 
       Justice to create a database and generate reports assessing the correlation between increases in prescriptions 
     issued by specific physicians for a certain drug and the entertainment expenses booked by the drug 
    manufacturer benefitting the physician.

n   Investigation of Hospital - Paul Dopp was retained by a hospital board to investigate and report on various 
     issues including alleged fraud, physician inducement issues, procurement irregularities and document retention 
     compliance.

n  Investigation of Hospital Equipment Service Provider - Paul Dopp was retained by a hospital board to 
     investigate and report on compliance with an equipment service provider contract.

n  Valuation of Medical and Dental Practices - Paul Dopp provided business valuations of medical and dental 
     practices for various dispute scenarios including shareholder disputes and family law.

n   Damages Quantification - Paul Dopp was retained by counsel to represent an Ophthalmologist Practice Group 
     in a contract dispute with a Management Company.  Mr. Dopp assisted counsel with various investigative 
     issues related to damages and testified at deposition and trial.

n   Shareholder Dispute - Paul Dopp was retained by counsel representing a departing physician in a Gastrointestinal 
     Practice Group in a dispute relating to distributions and buyout values.  Mr. Dopp prepared a report setting 
     out his investigative findings regarding the damage issues and testified at deposition and trial.
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Sam Hewitt, shewitt@glassratner.com

Sam Hewitt is a CPA with over 35 years experience in Forensic Accounting, Financial 
Management, Information Technology and Public Accounting. His previous career in 
auditing, financial and information technologies management included implementation 
and design of accounting and management information systems, analysis and improvement 
of business processes, successful management of business crises and litigation.  He has 
been a financial officer at two insurers, as well as holding roles in information technologies, 
and has used these experiences at GlassRatner, serving as interim CFO several times and 
leading or assisting many of the firm’s “big data” matters.  Mr. Hewitt is active both in 
litigation support and investigative aspects of GlassRatner’s forensic accounting practice.

Closer Look at Sam's Healthcare Experience:

n  Wrongful Dismissal and Undervalued Ownership Interest - Sam Hewitt has testified in federal, state and       
     arbitration in several matters where physicians were (1) wrongfully dismissed for whistleblowing, (2) due to 
     racial and religious discrimination, (3) business divorce where real estate and medical practices were grossly 
     undervalued, and (4) the ownership interests of separating physicians were arbitrarily and grossly undervalued.  
     In addition, Mr. Hewitt was not the testifier, but has led several matters where insurers pursued physicians 
     which had committed billing fraud and defended medical billing companies against physician practice claims 
     they had inappropriately under-billed.

n  Public Skilled Nursing Facility Accounting Irregularities – Sam Hewitt led investigation of alleged 
    accounting irregularities for Board of public skilled nursing facility owner and operator with a successful 
     outcome that avoided securities litigation.

n  Fraud and Mismanagement Investigations – Sam Hewitt has led numerous investigations of medical practices, 
        medical equipment manufacturers, dental practices probing known or suspected misdeeds including defalcations, 
     overcompensating related parties, expense report fraud, and underpayment of payroll taxes.  Further, he has 
      investigated the management of life sciences venture capital funds for alleged misuse of investor funds, 
     including one leading to successful prosecution.

n  Due Diligence Investigations – Sam Hewitt has led numerous due diligence investigations of healthcare-related 
     companies for both lenders and investors including medical equipment manufacturers, medical billing companies, 
     physician practice software developers, physician practice management companies, kidney dialysis operators, 
     hospice and home care providers.

n  Failed Health Care Insurers – Sam Hewitt is currently involved with litigation involving failed Medicare HMOs 
     assisting in the defense of an investor and assisting a plaintiff with a claim against the auditor.  
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Bert Lacativo, CPA, CFE, CFF has more than 38 years of financial and investigative experience 
gained during his public accounting, corporate, consulting and government service. He is a CPA, 
Certified Fraud Examiner and is Certified in Financial Forensics.  Mr. Lacativo is a former FBI 
Special Agent and Association of Certified Fraud Examiners Board of Regents Emeritus member. 
During his tenure with the FBI, Mr. Lacativo was responsible for the investigation of “Fraud Against 
the Government” related matters, including healthcare fraud.  While with the FBI, Mr. Lacativo 
participated in formalizing the first task force relationship between the FBI, Health and Human 
Services Office of Inspector General (HHS-OIG) and the New York State Medicaid Fraud Control 
Unit. During his tenure with the FBI, Mr. Lacativo was involved in the successful criminal prosecution 
of physicians, owners of ambulance companies and others who defrauded the government through 
presentation of false and/or inflated claims to Medicare and other government funded programs. 
Since leaving the FBI, Mr. Lacativo has been involved in numerous healthcare related investigative 
and compliance program matters including leading an Independent Review Organization engagement.  
Specific areas of healthcare related investigative experience include revenue recognition, Qui Tam 
matters, false billing, falsification of documentation, kickbacks, bribery, embezzlement, unbundling 
of services, upcoding and time/cost allocation.

Closer Look at Bert's Healthcare Experience:

n   Investigation of Ambulatory Surgery Provider - Bert Lacativo led an investigation for the nation’s largest ambulatory 
      surgery provider that was initiated after a management change at one of their surgical centers.  New management 
      identified suspicious transactions and investigation substantiated a seven year scheme whereby an employee 
      conspired with a third party to create a fictitious vendor that billed the surgical center for $1.3 million in supplies 
      that were never delivered. The results of the investigation were turned over to the FBI who obtained indictments 
     for the individuals involved that resulted in guilty pleas to numerous counts of mail fraud. 

n  Consultation with Healthcare Payer - Bert Lacativo led a cross functional team that consulted with a $2 billion 
      healthcare payer concerning preparation for, and response to, multi-state Department of Insurance examination 
      team requests and reports. Assisted the company with its response strategy, including the development of a 
     process to insure the delivery of information to the examination team was timely and complete.

n  Consultation with Global Pharmaceutical Company- Bert Lacativo consulted with a worldwide pharmaceutical 
      company’s international internal audit group regarding the development of an audit approach focusing audit effort 
      onto high risk fraud and illegal act areas. Regular consultation was provided concerning the identification of high-
      risk audit areas worldwide and the development of audit procedures and tests to proactively address those risks 
     along with on-site audit assistance.

n  Investigation of Kickback Allegations of Home Healthcare Services Provider - Bert Lacativo investigated for 
      outside counsel to a prominent provider of home health care services regarding kickback allegations and conspiracy 
      to make false statements regarding cost reports. The two-year investigative effort culminated with presentations 
      of findings to the company’s board of directors and representatives from the FBI, HHS-OIG and criminal and civil 
      divisions from three separate judicial districts and the Department of Justice. The investigative effort led to the 
     organization’s successful settlement of the matter in all judicial districts.

Bert Lacativo, blacativo@glassratner.com
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Gary Olsen, golsen@glassratner.com

For over 20 years Gary Olsen CPA, ABV, CPVA has worked on health care related cases 
involving lost profits damages, intellectual property, forensic accounting, corporate 
investigations, and valuation disagreements. He has testified at trial, deposition, arbitration 
and presented testimony at mediation.  Moreover, he has conducted multifaceted forensic 
investigations involving extremely large healthcare databases and performed complex 
reconciliations between provider and administrator records.  Mr.  Olsen has presented 
findings to corporate executives, legal counsel, boards of directors, and government entities.  

Closer Look at Gary's Healthcare Experience:

n  Analysis of Several Providers of Pain Management Procedures - Gary Olsen provided multiple expert 
      reports and declarations in a dispute involving a union health plan and several providers of pain management 
     procedures.  The providers claimed breach of contract for procedures provided and not paid, whereas the 
     union health plan alleged fraud for unnecessary procedures provided.  Our analysis involved isolating 
     relevant records from a large database, incorporating opinions from medical coding and medical necessity 
       experts, re-pricing the procedures billed, incorporating UCR verifications, and calculating the plan's damages.

n  Testified on Lost Profits from Radiology Lab –  Gary Olsen provided testimony (2013 Deposition 
     and Arbitration) regarding lost profits suffered by radiology lab after a minority partner started a competing 
     practice and took existing customers with him.  Our analysis involved calculating damages attributable to lost 
     capitated customers.

n  Plaintiff's Damages Expert on Patent Infringement of Balloon Catheter – Gary Olsen was retained as 
     plaintiff's damages expert on a patent infringement matter involving an angioplasty balloon catheter sold by 
     a competing company started by a former board member.  Trial testimony provided in Federal Court on April 
     16, 2015 for damages related to breach of fiduciary duty claims and September 17, 2015 for damages related 
     to patent infringement claims. 

n  Lost Profits Valuation of Diabetes Treatment – Gary Olsen was retained to value the profits lost from an 
     innovative diabetes treatment as a result of a breach of a co-development agreement.  The defendant was 
     accused of focusing its development efforts on its in-house competing product.  The matter settled at 
    mediation after our analysis was presented.
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Boris J. Steffen, CPA, ASA, ABV is a Senior Managing Director in the Washington, DC and New York, 
NY offices of GlassRatner. As an accountant, financial advisor and testifying expert, he has worked 
with holders of interests and claims across a wide variety of matters encompassing antitrust, 
bankruptcy, contracts, intellectual property, international trade and arbitration and mergers and 
acquisitions. 

His healthcare experience in particular includes serving as an expert witness in pharmaceutical 
wholesaling, healthcare benefit administration and pharmacy and drug store related litigation, and 
as a consulting expert in investigations and litigation involving the sale of dietary supplements, 
distribution of pharmaceuticals and production of bio therapeutics.  

Mr.  Steffen holds a Master of Management degree in Accounting and Finance from the Kellogg 
School of Management of Northwestern University.  He is a Certified Public Accountant, Accredited 
Senior Appraiser, Accredited in Business Valuation, Certified in Distressed Business Valuation and 
a Chartered Global Management Accountant.

Closer Look at Boris's Healthcare Experience:

n   Claim Dispute in Pharmaceutical Wholesaling Sector - Boris Steffen refuted a claim of inadequate capital alleged 
     in an attempt to pierce the corporate veil in an alter ego dispute in the pharmaceutical wholesaling sector, 
     demonstrating lack of comparability and consistency between the subject company and proposed industry    
     benchmarks based on operating results, financial position and related accounting data and information.

n  Analysis of Merger of Pharmaceutical Distribution Firms - Boris Steffen prepared analyses of efficiencies 
     estimated to result from the mergers of pharmaceutical distribution firms, focusing on the identification, 
    verification, quantification and realization of direct and indirect cost savings and revenue enhancements, including 
      sources of synergy, costs-to-achieve, timing, underlying assumptions, allocations and operating constraints including 
     scale, mix and proximity.

n   Forensic Accounting Studies of Multi-National Dietary Supplement Producers - Boris Steffen conducted forensic 
     accounting studies of multi-national dietary supplement producers to recreate and or back-out variable manufacturing 
     and operating costs to facilitate the estimation of but-for prices in price fixing damages litigation.

n  Solvency Analysis of Medical Billing Company - Boris Steffen analyzed the solvency of a medical billing company, 
     and changes therein, at six points in time from inception through bankruptcy and dissolution in defense of allegations 
     that the Directors breached their fiduciary duties to the firm and its creditors.

n  Consultation of Appraisal Rights in Bio Tech Sector - Boris Steffen consulted in a multi-billion dollar 
    merger-related minority shareholder appraisal rights case in the biotech sector in which it was alleged Directors 
     breached their fiduciary duty by approving a merger in which the consideration purportedly was inadequate.

n  Discovery in the Production of Ethical Pharmaceuticals - Boris Steffen directed cross-border discovery efforts  
     to determine the value of investment in research and development in the production of ethical pharmaceuticals 
        for purposes of defending against claims of patent infringement brought before the International Trade Commission.

Boris Steffen, bsteffen@glassratner.com


